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Summary

The Pacific Upwelling and Mixing Physics (PUMP) experiment is a process
study designed to improve our understanding of the complex of mechanisms
that connect the thermocline to the surface in the equatorial Pacific cold
tongue. Its goal is to observe and understand the interaction of upwelling
and mixing with each other and with the larger-scale equatorial current
system. Its premises are, first, that the least understood contributions to
the modulation of equatorial SST are upwelling and mixing, and second,
that climate-scale ocean models are now ready to exploit realistic vertical
exchange processes, but need adequate observational guidance.

The outcome of PUMP will be advancements in our ability to diagnose
and model both the mean state of the coupled climate system in the tropics
and its interannual and interdecadal variability.

The primary objectives of this program are:

1. To observe and understand the 3D time evolution of the near-equatorial
meridional circulation cell under varying winds, sufficiently well to
serve (a) as background for the mixing observations in objective 2;
(b) as a challenge to model representations.

2. To observe and understand the mixing mechanisms that determine
(a) the depth of penetration of wind-input momentum and the factors
that cause it to vary; (b) the transmission of surface heat fluxes into
the upper thermocline and the maintenance of the thermal structure
in the presence of meters per day upwelling.

3. To observe and understand the processes that allow and control ex-
change across the sharp SST front north of the cold tongue, including
both small-scale frontal dynamics and the effects of tropical instability
waves.

To achieve these objectives requires a concerted effort with four interlocking
components:

1. An integrated reanalysis of historical data should be undertaken with
the specific goals of providing both experimental guidance and, by
producing uniform data sets, expanding the range of climate states for
further model diagnosis.

2. A multi-scale and coordinated modeling effort should be directed to-
ward aiding the observational effort to begin with, and later toward
interpreting and parameterizing observational results.

3. An extended (2–3 year) and expanded (2/3 degree spatial resolution)
moored observational presence should be established along 140◦W span-
ning the cold tongue to quantify scales of and changes in equatorial
velocity and upwelling.

4. Two intensive observation periods to quantify the relative effects of
upwelling and mixing within the moored observational array should be
targeted to resolve the distinctions between the well-defined periods of
Rapid Cooling and Reduced Cooling at 140◦W, both on and just off
the equator.
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1. Rationale

The role of the oceans in climate is largely centered around the transport
and storage of heat. Regions of strong divergence in ocean heat transport are
reflected in high net surface heat flux; among these, the Pacific equatorial
cold tongue is one of the most persistent and intense regions of ocean heat
gain. This narrow strip of high ocean heat uptake is important not only for
the mean climate: its variability on interannual to interdecadal timescales is
a key player in the global climate system, especially in the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon and in its decadal variation, which have
global consequences.

Oceanic processes enter the equation because the equatorial cold tongue
complex is a region where strong upwelling occurs in the presence of vigorous
turbulent mixing; the resulting intimate connection between the thermocline
and the surface allows the interaction of basin-scale ocean dynamics and
property transports with the equatorial atmosphere that responds sensitively
to variations of SST.

An important practical focus of the climate community over the past
two decades has been the manifestation of long-term perturbations (ENSO
events) to a “background state.” But we do not yet understand the physical
processes that are responsible for maintaining the “background state.” In
fact, we are just beginning to define a “background state.” We now have 20
years of nearly continuous data at several locations in the equatorial Pacific
from the TAO array of moorings as well as satellite records of greater spatial
but lesser temporal extent. One representation of the “background” state
is the annual cycle of SST constructed from the time series at 0◦, 140◦W
(Fig. 1). By this definition, the “background state” is clearly dynamic, with
strong heating and cooling cycles indicated in the mean that are consistent
from year to year in both their timing and in the rates at which they occur.
Even after being completely disrupted by El Niño events the normal annual
cycle recovers in a few months. Presumably, this indicates a systematic
and robust annual variability of the upwelling/mixing regimes. However, we
lack strong observational evidence for this because mixing observations have
never been made during the boreal summer rapid cooling regime, where the
effects of mixing and upwelling are most prominent.

Theory and models tell us that the cold tongue is an expression of a
meridional cell in which upwelling is the link between the thermocline and
Ekman divergence, but the characteristics of the cell remain vague and un-
certainties abound. At present, observations do not reliably quantify either
the near-surface poleward limb or the thermocline inflow, let alone the de-
tails of the upwelling (Is it broad and slow, or filamentary and capable of
a rapid response to wind changes?). Model representations of the cell are
highly dependent on their vertical resolution and mixing parameterizations.
Consequently the net heat transport of the cell is poorly understood. High
shears and low Richardson numbers above the EUC permit elevated diapyc-
nal mixing of heat and momentum, but the spatial structure, intermittency
and true nature of the mixing is unknown. Internal wave dynamics are com-
plicated by the location near the equator. We have little idea how the cell
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Figure 1: Annual cycle of SST at 0◦, 140◦W, illustrating the periods of heating
and cooling during the year. Light gray lines show each individual year since 1984
overlaid (years of strong ENSO anomalies have been omitted as noted). The heavy
black line shows the average annual cycle. Shading shows the months of maximum
heating and maximum cooling, and a period of reduced cooling with active tropical
instability wave activity, that occur consistently in almost all years.

spins up or down in response to varying winds. The diurnal cycle is very
strong, and has been implicated in intermittent “deep cycle” turbulence that
carries surface-driven mixing well below the depth of direct wind influence.
The region is also high in biological activity, as upwelled water brings nu-
trients toward the euphotic zone, where growth alters the transmissivity of
the water and provides an effective means for modifying the absorption of
solar energy at depth. We know enough to sketch some of these processes
on a schematic (see Fig. 3) but we have yet to understand how they vary
either in time or as a function of distance from the equator. Perhaps most
importantly, we do not understand the hierarchy of larger scale processes
that act to trigger changes in the upwelling/mixing regimes.

Several investigators have diagnosed the coupled annual cycle of SST and
winds in the cold tongue, noting its westward propagation from the coast of
Peru to about 160◦W (Horel, 1982). Annual SST anomalies at 140◦W lag
those along the coast of Peru by 1–2 months. Across the eastern equator-
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ial Pacific to about 160◦W, these SSTs lag local upwelling-favorable winds
(alongshore at the coast, easterly on the equator) by less than a month, con-
sistent with upwelling-driven SST changes (Nigam and Chao, 1996). The
mechanism of westward propagation appears to be that of Lindzen and
Nigam (1987): the lower troposphere is well-mixed by trade-wind cumulus
convection, so its temperature distribution follows that of SST. The resulting
pressure gradient drives easterly anomalies to the west of the coldest SST,
producing upwelling that enhances cooling there; thus the coupled anom-
aly translates west. However, since upwelling-favorable winds also represent
stronger wind speeds in these regions, the same variations could also be in-
terpreted in terms of either increased mixing or latent heat fluxes. Isolating
the various mechanisms is difficult, especially given the unreliable wind and
ocean vertical structure data in the pre-satellite, pre-mooring era that must
be utilized to construct a long-term mean annual cycle. The interpretation
is also highly model-dependent; for example, Chang and Philander (1994)
used a model that included a background thermocline and found upwelling
to be most important, while Liu and Xie (1994) and Liu (1996) studied a
slab mixed-layer ocean and attributed SST variations to entrainment and
latent fluxes. Thus while the ocean’s role in the coupled annual cycle of the
cold tongue is crucial, the mechanisms by which it operates remain vague
and hard to quantify.

The relation between SST and thermocline depth is the key parameter-
ization in simple ENSO models, with the memory carried in thermocline
depth the dominant source of oscillation. In coupled general circulation
models (GCMs), the oceanic vertical diffusivity is found to be a principal
factor in the amplitude of their ENSO oscillations, with low background dif-
fusivity producing a sharper thermocline and realistically more intense El
Niño events (Meehl et al., 2001; Fig. 2). In all these models, the essential
subsurface memory is communicated to the surface through variations of
either upwelling itself or the vertical temperature gradient it works on.

Our understanding of the dynamics of ENSO has evolved over the past
few decades to the point where numerical models have been constructed
based on elegant yet simple theories, and these models have had signifi-
cant success in simulating the ENSO phenomenon. Yet, these theories and
models are based on perturbation analyses in which important properties
of the mean state are controlled. Attempts to use fully coupled non-linear
GCMs to simulate and/or forecast El Niño have been less successful, unless
constrained by sophisticated data assimilation techniques and run for short
forecast periods, over which equally sophisticated analysis techniques are
used to correct for well-documented “model drift.”

This model drift is essentially a reflection of the fact that the coupled
GCMs produce a “climate” that is not sufficiently close to reality. There are
three prominent and vexing problems that remain for the coupled GCMs: (1)
the tendency within the atmosphere to form “double” or “split” representa-
tions of the intertropical convergence zone, (2) the tendency for simulated El
Niño warming to be to closely trapped to the equator, and (3) the failure in
ocean models to faithfully simulate the supply of cold subsurface waters to
the cold tongue and to establish the proper profile of temperature in the up-
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Figure 2: Niño3 amplitude vs. ocean model diffusivity. Nino3 amplitude is the
standard deviation of SST (◦C) in the Nino3 region (5◦S–5◦N, 150◦W–120◦W) for
200-year runs of versions of the NCAR coupled model. Symbols show this amplitude
as a function of the background diffusivity (cm−2 s−1) used in each model; the
monotonic increase in amplitude with decreasing diffusivity illustrates the strong
role of cold tongue thermocline-to-surface communication in ENSO. The solid lines
show the Nino3 amplitude for available observations for two periods. (After Meehl
et al., 2001.)

per few hundred meters of the equatorial ocean. Some of these problems may
be ascribed to deficiencies in the atmosphere components of coupled models,
but not all. Even with our best estimates of the fluxes and forcing that drive
the ocean, simulations of ENSO-related SST changes in ocean-only models
often exhibit similar shortcomings.

The advent of extensive supercomputing resources now allow us to sim-
ulate the tropical ocean with high resolution and high-order numerics. The
largest impediment to advancing the state of tropical ocean simulation is an
adequate understanding, backed by observational evidence, of the processes
at work within the equatorial cold tongue. Our parameterizations of these
physics is at best rudimentary, and captures only the simplest processes in a
crude way. The ability to accurately simulate the realistically stratified and
sheared equatorial ocean still lies ahead.

Previous work over the past two decades has made important measure-
ments in the equatorial Pacific, including velocity and temperature profiles,
scattered time series of surface fluxes, a few estimates of vertical velocity
w based on horizontal divergence, and three month-long mixing surveys.
However, because these observations have been made only in isolation, it
has been difficult to analyze how they interact and depend upon each other.
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Further, existing observations have concentrated narrowly on the equator
and have not provided an adequate description of the meridional circula-
tion that would support an evaluation of the realism of these structures in
OGCMs, whose development has also focused primarily on the equatorial
thermocline and zonal currents. Consequently, these disparate observations
have not yielded an understanding of the mechanisms of vertical exchange
that can be distilled into improved model parameterizations.

It is a fundamental tenet of PUMP that modulation of cold tongue SST
under varying winds is a convolution of surface fluxes, upwelling, and mix-
ing, and that these elements are inextricably linked. PUMP hypothesizes
that cold tongue SST is strongly controlled by mixing through its influence
on the entire structure of the circulation that feeds thermocline water to the
surface. The unique characteristic of equatorial mixing is its enhancement by
the high shear above the EUC, which allows strong mixing to occur within a
stratified layer. The meridional structure of the enhanced mixing therefore
depends on the meridional structure of the large-scale currents. In turn,
this velocity shear is largely established by the mixing that determines how
wind-input momentum is distributed downward. The scales of upwelling-
induced SST changes in response to wind variations therefore depend on
the linkage between mixing and large-scale velocity. Thus a proper under-
standing of SST variability requires that the vertical-meridional circulation
across the cold tongue be observed and modeled as a whole, and that this
effort span scales from the microstructure to the wind-driven divergence and
the tropical instability waves. Reconciling the pictures from the different
scales is the key to knowing that the diagnoses at each scale are correct.
The unique aspect of PUMP is to place turbulence observations in meso-
and large-scale context, including the three-dimensional circulation, allow-
ing diagnosis of the complete set of processes for a limited period of time,
and thereby sparking the development of model parameterizations for verti-
cal exchange that take into account all relevant factors and scales. PUMP
intends to describe the transition of the surface boundary layer from the
Ekman-geostrophic regime found poleward of ±5◦ latitude to the divergent
equatorial regime sufficiently well to serve as a challenge to models.

Since we cannot monitor upwelling or turbulent vertical exchanges con-
tinuously in the way that Argo, TAO, and altimetry let us monitor gyre
circulations, the ultimate goal of this process study is to provide the observa-
tions and interpretation that will let basin-scale models accurately represent
these processes based on sparse initialization data. There are four elements
to perfecting ocean models for tropical climate forecasting: first, to improve
the forcing fields, which requires understanding the effects of short time- and
space-scale winds; second, to provide data sets to compare model circula-
tions across the upwelling cell; third, to improve mixing parameterizations
through more precise diagnosis of the variability at and near the equator;
and fourth, to learn how to use sparse sustained observations assimilated
into models to infer and diagnose equatorial mixing and its effects, based
on the ongoing ENSO observing system. PUMP addresses all four of these
elements.
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2. Scientific Background

Our process schematic (Fig. 3) suggests the complexity and interplay of
the processes targeted by PUMP. The balance that maintains the equa-
torial thermal structure (isotherms in black) is that upwelling (large blue
arrow) from the equatorial undercurrent (blue arrowhead), driven by near-
surface divergence (horizontal blue arrows, due to the prevailing easterly
winds [green arrow tails]) is balanced by heating from above (downward red
arrows) and turbulent mixing (circular overturns, and also the wiggles on
the shallow isotherm indicating internal gravity waves). It is now impossible
to be quantitative about any of these processes except in integrals over very
large areas and at low frequency. Correctly modeling equatorial circulation
and SST variability requires the ability to accurately represent all of these.

A brief review of the present state of our understanding of these processes
follows, with an emphasis on some of the most troubling gaps in our under-
standing. A summary of the gaps that are pertinent to the maintenance of
equatorial SST is then presented as a set of focal points for PUMP.

2.1 Upwelling

Upwelling has been identified as a fundamental element of the circulation of
the equatorial Pacific (and Atlantic) since the pioneering investigations of

Figure 3: Schematic processes targeted by PUMP. See text for description.
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Cromwell (1953), Knauss (1963), and Wyrtki (1981). These studies, and oth-
ers more recent, have shown that upwelling transport into the upper layer of
the east-central Pacific balances the Ekman divergence across ±5◦ latitude,
about 30–50 Sv. Part of this transport flows eastward along upward-sloping
isopycnals, but there is a significant diapycnal conversion, in which thermo-
cline water flowing into the region at temperatures of 18◦–24◦C is warmed to
flow out meridionally at temperatures 5◦C or so higher, a heat gain on the
order of 50–80 W m−2 (Bryden and Brady, 1985; Weisberg and Qiao, 2000).
This entrainment occurs as the surface gains heat through solar shortwave
radiation which is spread downwards into the upper thermocline by turbu-
lent mixing. The processes by which this diapycnal conversion occurs and
is modulated are key to the variability of the Pacific cold tongue and are a
principal focus of PUMP.

From a climate perspective, it is upwelling’s role in determining SST
that is important. Upwelling is both a response to local winds and a compo-
nent of the gyre-scale circulation. Each aspect affects SST. In general, the
local wind determines the rate of mixing, and how deeply it extends into
the thermocline, while the gyre-scale circulation determines the background
stratification and the properties of the water that is upwelled (Lu et al.,
1998). These properties are a boundary condition for the SST budget.

Several attempts have been made to estimate vertical velocity profiles
at the equator from continuity, based on divergence of moored or shipboard
horizontal current measurements (Halpern and Freitag, 1987; Brady and
Bryden, 1987; Johnson and Luther, 1994; Weisberg and Qiao, 2000; Johnson
et al., 2001). Moorings have provided for excellent temporal sampling but
have generally been used only right at the equator, while shipboard ADCP
samples have shown the complexity of the meridional structure. A caveat
for both of these is that errors accumulate in the downward integration, in
practice making conclusions about w in the EUC core and below only ten-
tative. It is important to note that because of the difficulty of sampling in
the very-near-surface layer (due to aliasing or sound reflections by surface
waves), velocities shallower than 20 m are almost never measured, and these
divergence estimates have been obtained using some method of extrapola-
tion to the surface. Since this near-surface layer probably contains most
of the diverging transport (e.g., Fig. 4), a significant uncertainty remains.
Drogued surface drifters have also been used to estimate the horizontal di-
vergence, producing well-resolved depictions of the near-surface flow, but no
information about the vertical structure (Hansen and Paul, 1987; Poulain,
1993; Johnson, 2001). Vertical transport averaged over a region can also
be estimated (in the mean or low frequency) by indirect methods, based on
divergence of geostrophic and (assumed) Ekman transports. The simplest
type of estimate is a box surrounding the equatorial region. Geostrophic
and Ekman transport across the poleward edges is estimated from zonal
isotherm slopes and zonal winds, and some assumptions or estimates made
of the zonal flows at the east and west edges (Wyrtki, 1981; Bryden and
Brady, 1985; Meinen et al., 2001).

All these diagnoses have come up with similar values for the upwelling
required to satisfy the horizontal divergence into the surface layer: a velocity
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Figure 4: Section of meridional velocity (cm s−1) averaged over 170◦W–95◦W,
from 1991–1999, based on shipboard ADCP sections taken mostly during TAO
array service cruises. (After Johnson et al., 2001.)

of a few meters day−1, with a net transport over the cold tongue region of
about 30 Sv. The vertical profiles have suggested that w decreases to zero
in the lower part of the EUC, and that downwelling occurs below the EUC
core, but error estimates have usually shown these deeper values to be at
best marginally significant. Perhaps most important for PUMP is the finding
from all these studies that only a fraction of the total vertical transport can
be accounted for by flow along the sloping isotherms of the equatorial Pacific;
and that continuity requires a substantial diapycnal conversion (warming)
with some tens of Sv entrained into shallower density levels (Fig. 5). Such
entrainment requires some combination of heating from above (for example
through penetrative radiation, see section 2.3) and turbulent mixing (see
section 2.2).

A crucial feature that has remained essentially unsampled by existing
observations is the vertical-meridional structure of the upwelling circulation.
The moored time series have all been based on a mooring box spanning the
equator, while the shipboard measurements have been seriously aliased by
tropical instability waves (TIW). As mentioned above, the near-surface layer
which contains most of the poleward limb of the circulation is largely above
the sampling depth of the ADCP instruments used in these studies. Model
representations of this layer (e.g., Fig. 6) are sensitive to their mixing pa-
rameterizations. Nor does theory provide adequate guidance as to how the
“Ekman depth” should be expected to change as the equator is approached
(McPhaden, 1981). Since vertical velocity is determined locally by the hor-
izontal divergence at each point, these ambiguities imply that we have little
idea of the meridional structure and scale of the upwelling, which makes it
difficult to infer the timescales on which the circulation should spin up and
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Figure 5: Mean (1993–96) profiles of vertical velocity and transport (integrated
over 5◦S–5◦N, 155◦W–95◦W). Both the total vertical velocity (w, solid line) and the
cross-isothermal velocity inferred by also considering isotherm motion (wc, dashed
line) are shown. The wc are plotted at the mean depth of isotherms within the
region. Isotherms denoted by squares are 10◦, 11◦, 12◦, 13◦, 14◦, 15◦, 17◦, 20◦, 22◦,
23◦, and 24◦C. Error bars are plotted at representative levels. (After Meinen et al.,
2001.)

down in response to wind anomalies. One study based on surface drifters
suggested an extremely narrow upwelling scale of about 10 km (Poulain,
1993) which would allow a rapid spinup of small filaments, but in general
most researchers have assumed a scale ten times larger and a timescale of
weeks or longer.

The meridional structure is complicated by the presence of tropical cells
(McCreary and Lu, 1994; Hazeleger et al., 2003; and see Fig. 6) that re-
circulate a substantial fraction of the equatorially upwelled water above the
thermocline, and thereby partly disconnect variations in upwelling transport
from the mass exported to the subtropics. Observations and model results
suggest downwelling near 3◦–4◦ latitude (Johnson and Luther, 1994; Kessler
et al., 1998; Johnson, 2001; Johnson et al., 2001; and Fig. 6), possibly due
to the rapid increase in the Coriolis parameter with latitude as the poleward
limb evolves toward a true Ekman layer. (But also note that the relative
vorticity uy can be as large as the planetary vorticity f in the strong mean
shears between the zonal equatorial currents; uyy augments β roughly be-
tween 1◦S and 1◦N, then reduces β between 1◦N and about 5◦N.) Subduction
of the cool equatorial water beneath the warm water of the North Equato-
rial Countercurrent is another possibility; this would also contribute to the
sharpness of the SST front (section 2.4). Clearly these complex structures
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Figure 6: Mean vertical-meridional circulation at 140◦W in the MOM2 model.
Colors show zonal current in cm s−1 (red is eastward, blue westward; scale at right).
Vectors show (v, w). Cyan contours show temperature. (Courtesy G. Vecchi.)

depend sensitively on the vertical structure of wind-input momentum and
its meridional dependence, especially the poorly sampled near-surface flows.

The PUMP experiment will have to place a major emphasis on resolving
the meridional structure of upwelling. This objective is thoroughly inter-
twined with the mixing observations because the vertical profile of horizontal
velocity is determined by how mixing spreads the surface momentum flux
downwards.

2.2 Turbulent mixing

The highly sheared current profile above the core of the EUC provided an
obvious target for microstructure observations in the early 1970s. These
early observations showed low mixing in the EUC core but strong mixing
in the high shear zones above the EUC in both Pacific (Gregg, 1976; Craw-
ford, 1982) and Atlantic oceans (Osborn and Bilodeau, 1980; Crawford and
Osborn, 1979). From a limited number of profiles they also showed a fairly
narrow band of energetic turbulence centered on the equator (Crawford and
Osborn, 1981). From these observations, Crawford and Osborn (1979) ar-
gued that the turbulent friction in the sheared flow above the EUC core is
sufficient to balance the work done by the zonal pressure gradient set up by
the easterly wind stress.

The apparent importance of heat and momentum transports by small-
scale mixing to the dynamics of the equatorial current system led to three
experiments to examine in more detail the nature of turbulent mixing in
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the central equatorial Pacific. These were conducted in 1984 (Tropic Heat
I), 1987 (Tropic Heat II) and 1991 (Tropical Instability Wave Experiment—
TIWE). The sum duration of these intensive profiling observations was about
100 days over a period of 7 years, and no intensive profiling has been done
since 1991. All of these experiments focused on the site at 0◦, 140◦W, largely
because of the presence of long-term moored observations predating the
full implementation of the TAO equatorial array of moorings (McPhaden,
1993; http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao). These experiments sampled dif-
ferent regimes of the ENSO and seasonal cycles. Tropic Heat I took place in
late 1984, during neutral ENSO conditions with a strong EUC (Gregg et al.,
1985; Moum and Caldwell, 1985). Tropic Heat II took place at the end of
the 1986–87 El Niño (Peters et al., 1991) during the warming season (Fig. 1;
April 1987), and TIW were weak. The TIWE experiment at 140◦W, whose
divergence measurements are discussed above, also included a microstructure
survey during Nov.–Dec. 1991 (Lien et al., 1995). While TIWE was designed
to observe the interaction of TIWs with the equatorial mixing regime, TIWs
were weak or non-existent at the time of the microstructure experiment in
1991. Other observations have taken place in the quite distinct regime of
the west Pacific warm pool during the TOGA-COARE experiment (Smyth
et al., 1996; Gregg, 1998).

From these experiments, we gained our first detailed glimpses into the
complexity of small-scale processes within the equatorial current system.
The intense diurnal cycle of mixing observed in 1984 (Moum and Caldwell,
1985; Gregg et al., 1985) indicated for the first time the departure from
steadily forced shear-flow turbulence. The strong latitudinal dependence in-
dicated a departure from the narrow equatorial peak previously observed
with more limited observations (Moum et al., 1986; Peters et al., 1988;
Hebert et al., 1991). The peak in mixing was observed to extend across
the region over which the velocity of the EUC core exceeded 0.25 m s−1,
more than 4◦ of latitude (±2◦ when the EUC was symmetric about the
equator). The decay of turbulence away from the equator was considerably
different in 1984 and 1987 across 140◦W and different again across 110◦W
in 1987 (Hebert et al., 1991).

Perhaps more importantly, the diurnal cycle of turbulence was observed
to extend into the stratified layers above the EUC core, well below the sur-
face layer that is in direct contact with the atmosphere (Moum et al., 1989).
In this depth range the high shear acts to reduce the gradient Richardson
number, Ri, to near-critical levels, thereby increasing the potential for shear
instability. This deep penetration of mixing was found (in 1987) to be associ-
ated with intermittently occurring bursts of high-frequency, internal gravity
waves with frequencies near the local buoyancy frequency (McPhaden and
Peters, 1992) and wavelengths of 150–250 m (Moum et al., 1992). There are
several ways that narrow band internal gravity waves (frequencies near N ,
200 m wavelengths) may be generated—candidates include pure shear insta-
bility (as indicated by linear stability analysis; Sun et al., 1998; Mack and
Hebert, 1997), mixed layer convectively driven eddies (Gregg et al., 1985)
and an obstacle effect associated with sheared flow over a perturbed mixed
layer base (Wijesekera and Dillon, 1991). While it is possible that different
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Figure 7: Turbulence dissipation rate ε for 10 days of the Tropical Instability Wave
Experiment (TIWE) in 1991. The white curve is the mixed layer depth, the black
lines delineate where Ri is less than 0.5, and the magenta stairs show the EUC core.
(Courtesy R.C. Lien.)

instability mechanisms occur at different times (or even simultaneously),
more recent equatorial observations from a neutrally buoyant float clearly
show the exponential growth of near-N waves with a 1-hour timescale fol-
lowed by enhanced mixing (Lien et al., 2002), supporting the idea that shear
instability is responsible for internal wave generation and deep-cycle turbu-
lence. An indication of the complexity of mixing at the equator is provided
by a 10-day sequence from TIWE (Fig. 7).

The next step in defining the sequence of processes that link the mesoscale
to the mixing is to determine the trigger that sets off shear instabilities on
a daily time cycle. Our observations of Ri are not sufficiently well-resolved
(either vertically, horizontally, or in time) to determine when and where Ri
reduces to its critical value. It is not always critical or it would always be
mixing, and a consequence of mixing is to increase Ri above critical. It is
crucial for us to determine how Ri is modulated in order to make the link
to the next larger scale, which is the way we will improve mixing parame-
terizations.

Modulation of the intensities of both the internal wave field and the
turbulence on longer timescales (linked to tropical instability waves, Kelvin
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waves, and perhaps to El Niño) was determined from a time series of un-
precedented length (38 days) obtained by overlapping sets of shipboard ob-
servations by two groups at the same site during TIWE (Lien et al., 1995;
Moum et al., 1995).

The role of the turbulence stress divergence (TSD) was examined by
Dillon et al. (1989) and Hebert et al. (1991) from the Tropic Heat 1 and
2 experiments (TH1, TH2). During lower-than-normal winds (TH2) it was
found that the TSD played only a small role in the local momentum budget.
However, during higher-than-normal winds (TH1), the large near-surface
(vertical) transport of momentum (in which the stress profile is approxi-
mately exponential and asymptotes to the wind stress at the surface) must
be balanced by some other mechanism at intermediate depths, but above
the EUC core. Having established the link between turbulence in the strat-
ified layers above the EUC core and internal gravity waves there (however
they are generated), it was posited that the apparent momentum imbalance
could be satisfied by the vertical transport of momentum by internal waves.
This was followed up by theoretical studies that showed how momentum
transported by the waves from above the EUC core may act to accelerate
currents below the EUC core (Sutherland, 1996; Smyth and Moum, 2002).
This has yet to be established observationally. A comparison of turbulent
momentum flux profiles from 0◦, 140◦W (Fig. 8b) shows the variations that
have been observed. The differences in the vertical divergences determined
from these profiles have yet to be accounted for.

The tenfold day/night difference in heat fluxes was demonstrated by
Gregg et al. (1985): at 25 m depth, the heat flux increased from 30 W m−2
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at noon to 240 W m−2 at midnight. Over a 12-day period Moum et al.
(1989) demonstrated that the turbulent flux through 35 m closely balanced
the incoming surface heat flux, including penetrating radiation. The large
flux divergence below this must be balanced by lateral or vertical advection.
The heat balance varies on a host of timescales, including daily (Fig. 7) and
interannual (Fig. 8a). It is difficult to imagine that the large daily changes
in turbulent heat flux are matched by changes in upwelling, which must be
set by adjustment on larger spatial scale and longer timescale. It is possible
that a large scale adjustment mismatch contributes to changing SST on El
Niño timescales. Coincident with the passage of a downwelling Kelvin wave
observed prior to the 1991–93 El Niño, reduced mixing observed by Lien
et al. (1995) may have provided positive feedback toward increasing SST in
the central Pacific. At the other extreme, enhanced subsurface mixing is a
prime (but unproven) candidate for the 8◦C surface cooling (in 1 month)
at 0◦, 125◦W to abruptly conclude the strong 1997–98 El Niño (McPhaden,
1999; Wang and McPhaden, 2001). Lagrangian float measurements taken
during 1998 showed evidence of enhanced turbulent heat flux in the deep-
cycle layer that could help explain the abnormally cold SST during the onset
of La Niña (Lien et al., 2002). The inferred intense mixing must also be ex-
tremely intermittent and not amenable to observation from infrequent ship-
board campaigns of necessarily short duration that must be planned years
in advance. This intermittency on long timescales points out the need for
not only extended observations of mixing but also a better physical under-
standing of the generation and evolution of mixing at the equator so that
better parameterization can be achieved.

Because of the complexity and strong time-dependence of the mixing
above the EUC core (not only on daily, TIW, and Kelvin wave times scales
but between independent experiments: e.g., Fig. 8) it has proven difficult to
draw unambiguous conclusions from the small number of regimes sampled.
Attempts at parameterization are difficult (Peters et al., 1988; 1991), largely
because they are based on local observations (local in both time and space).
This was clearly acknowledged by Peters et al. and these parameterizations
have proven to have only limited utility.

While mixing (or upwelling) tends to lift and tilt isotherms toward a
vertical orientation, the cessation of mixing allows a relaxation, or restrati-
fication, especially under the strong daily surface heating of the equatorial
Pacific. We are just beginning to learn how restratification manifests itself
in the ocean. The process presents a difficult observational challenge be-
cause lateral advection by larger-scale shear flows can also flatten vertical
isotherms, possibly muddying the interpretation of a time series at a single
location. Part of any experiment to study the modification of SST must
attempt to assess the role of restratification and to distinguish it from the
effects of advection. Sampling strategies to measure the temporal and spatial
patterns of upwelling should be designed with the goal in mind of assessing
restratification processes.

A serious shortcoming of the comprehensive time series measurements to
date is that they have taken place right at the equator. We have much less
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information about the variability of either the shear regime or the mixing
just off the equator.

Although we have the tools to measure microstructure from ships for
the duration of a research cruise, the wide diversity of turbulence regimes
to be studied in the equatorial region poses a challenge that we have yet to
meet. It is unlikely that we will be able to measure mixing everywhere it is
important. The challenges are

1. to extend mixing observations at one (or a few) locations so that we can
resolve the long timescale modulations of mixing that may contribute
to El Niño scale events, and

2. develop a better first order understanding of the hierarchy of physical
processes that lead to mixing of both heat and momentum so that
useful parameterizations of diapycnal fluxes in the equatorial upwelling
region can be developed.

We expect this will require a combination of sampling internal wave prop-
erties within a detailed observational context, and the use of internal wave
models tuned by these observations.

2.3 Heat fluxes

Construction of an empirical heat budget will not only provide insight into
the physics of the equatorial cold tongue system, but will also test the con-
sistency of PUMP’s measurements and estimates of upwelling and turbulent
mixing. During COARE, microstructure measurements, vertical velocity
estimates, and surface flux measurements were combined within empirical
heat and salt budgets, which closed within the instrumental error bars (Feng
et al., 1998; 2000). Budget closure acted as strong evidence that measure-
ments did in fact fall within the expected error estimates.

Since flux fields produced by present-generation atmospheric models can
have large errors at specific locations, PUMP will rely on surface flux mea-
surements from its in situ shipboard and mooring platforms. The flux mea-
surements made during PUMP will provide, first, forcing time series for
empirical budget analyses, and second, benchmarks for creating flux fields
to drive ocean models and to validate air-sea interactions in coupled mod-
els. Because a 15 W m−2 error in the net surface heat flux applied to a
30 m thick mixed layer can lead to a ∼1◦C SST error in 3 months (assum-
ing 1-dimensional physics), it is critical that the fluxes be of extremely high
quality.

Surface fluxes are the boundary value for the mixing profiles. There-
fore, it is standard practice to measure surface fluxes on board ships making
microstructure measurements, as was done during the COARE (Godfrey
et al., 1998) and EPIC2001 (Raymond et al., 2004) experiments in the west-
ern and eastern tropical Pacific. By similar arguments, surface flux mea-
surements should be colocated with vertical velocity calculations so that
full 3-dimensional heat and momentum budgets can be evaluated at these
locations.
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Solar and longwave radiation can be measured from radiometers mounted
on ships (Burns et al., 2000; Fairall et al., 2003) or buoys (Weller and An-
derson, 1996; Cronin and McPhaden, 1997; Cronin et al., 2004). Latent
and sensible heat fluxes can be measured directly from a covariance method
(Reynolds stress) from ships or from buoys using bulk algorithms. The bulk
(latent and sensible) heat flux algorithm developed for the western equator-
ial Pacific warm pool during COARE (Fairall et al., 1996) and later modified
for other regions (Fairall et al., 2003) has an accuracy of 5–10 W m−2 in scat-
ter from direct measurements. Errors in the algorithm input measurements
(relative wind speed, air temperature, SST, specific humidity) propagate
through the algorithm and lead to additional errors, typically less than 10
W m−2.

OGCMs have demanding requirements for high-quality forcing. Gridded
solar and longwave radiation can be obtained from satellites, in combination
with radiative transfer models and other data as is done by the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISSCP) (Rossow and Zhang, 1995). Er-
rors in these radiative fluxes are up to 20 W m−2. However, latent and sen-
sible flux fields generated by atmospheric numerical prediction models (e.g.,
NCEP) can have large errors when compared to moored flux measurements.
In a comparison of the seasonal cycle from 7 years of data (1991–1997) at
four sites along the equator including 140◦W, Wang and McPhaden (2001)
showed that the available flux products differed among themselves in both
magnitude and phase, with a range of discrepancies as large as 60 W m−2.
Not surprisingly, OGCMs forced with numerical weather prediction (NWP)
flux fields rapidly drift from reality. For this reason, OGCMs typically treat
surface fluxes as a mechanism to relax model surface fields back to a known
field (e.g., climatology or a reanalysis product) and may have no direct rela-
tion to physical meteorological events. A new tack in creating gridded flux
fields is to use a blend of satellite fields with NWP output in combination
with a state of the art bulk algorithm (Yu et al., 2004). PUMP modeling ef-
forts are likely to rely upon these types of new flux fields, tested and verified
against PUMP flux measurements.

Recent modeling studies (Nakamoto et al., 2001; Murtugudde et al.,
2002) have focused attention on the fact that the high biological produc-
tivity of the equatorial cold tongue can have significant effects on the verti-
cal profile of solar heating. Models have traditionally assumed the heating
due to attenuation of solar radiation by phytoplankton and water to be
well represented by a constant attenuation term, typically ∼0.04 m−1. For
the equatorial Pacific upwelling region, and much of the global ocean, this
is an underestimate. In fact the growth of phytoplankton often results in
the absorption of shortwave radiation within the mixed layer, where the
usual model allows some of that to penetrate through. The complexity of
biophysical modeling studies in the equatorial Pacific is increasing—recent
work incorporates a hybrid coupled atmosphere-ocean-ecosystem model.

If PUMP is to aim for closure of the upper ocean heat budget to within
∼10 W m−2, then the radiative heat flux must account for both the tem-
poral and spatial (both horizontal and vertical) variability of chlorophyll.
Mixed layer heating rates due to typical chlorophyll concentrations can vary
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by 10 W m−2. For the PUMP intensive observing periods (IOPs), quantify-
ing radiant heating to the required accuracy will be possible using profiling
radiometers deployed from ships, radiometers attached to floats or gliders,
or by accurately mapping the spatial and temporal chlorophyll variability
from CTD profiles. Outside of the IOPs, moored radiometers could provide
attenuation profiles, or satellite chlorophyll measurements could be used to
estimate mixed layer radiant heating (Ohlmann, 2003; Strutton and Chavez,
2004).

2.4 Frontal processes

An important feature of the equatorial ocean is the front (depicted near
2◦N in Fig. 3) separating the cold tongue from warmer water along the
North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC). The front is poorly resolved by
in situ monitoring observations, and is subgridscale in existing climate mod-
els. Thus, the front is a relevant target in any process study whose ultimate
goal is to improve parameterizations. Fronts may exist for a variety of rea-
sons, but in the open ocean fronts are inevitably caused by convergence in
the across-front direction (often visible as linear slicks; Yoder et al., 1994).
This convergence may be balanced by vertical divergence, so fronts are often
accompanied by a vertical circulation. Fronts are regions of enhanced ver-
tical shear (Fig. 9), especially if they are geostrophically balanced near the
equator, possibly leading to enhanced mixing. In mid-latitudes, fronts are
known to have associated across-front ageostrophic circulations, responsible
for downwelling/upwelling on the dense/light side of fronts. Such a circula-
tion, diagnosed using the omega equation (Rudnick, 1996), may also exist
at the equatorial front, and may explain the spatial structure in vertical
flows. Finally, the equatorial front must be monitored to provide context for
the vertical microstructure profiles, as oceanographic conditions change so
strongly across the front.

The tropical instability waves that produce the prominent meridional mo-
tion of the front are easily observed in satellite SST (Legeckis, 1977), with
timescales of order 20 days and length scales of several hundred kilometers
(Fig. 10). TIW are also observed in satellite altimetry (Weidman et al.,
1999), surface drifter tracks (Hansen and Paul, 1987; Flament et al., 1996;
Baturin and Niiler, 1997) and moored temperature and velocity time series
(Halpern et al., 1988; McPhaden, 1996), and are a robust and commonly
observed aspect of the eastern tropical Pacific (and Atlantic). As such, TIW
influence all aspects of the observational program proposed here. In addi-
tion they are a ubiquitous feature of ocean GCMs (Cox, 1980; Masina and
Philander, 1999; among many others). With very large velocity fluctuations,
on the order of ±50 cm s−1 at the equator, TIW are a substantial source of
noise in typically sparse ocean observations that pose difficult aliasing prob-
lems, even to sample the mean (Johnson et al., 2001). However, moored
velocity time series off the equator are lacking, so much of the interpreta-
tion of the TIW velocity field has been based on surface drifters, while the
off-equatorial subsurface flows and shears remain unknown. TIW propagate
west with speeds of 30 to 60 cm s−1, weakening west of about 150◦W. A fact
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stratification and presumably vertical mixing. (Courtesy Wijesekera, Paulson, and Rudnick.)
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Figure 10: Example of the sensitivity of winds to SST. Top: SST measured by the TRMM
microwave instrument during 3 days in September 1999. Note the sharp front north of the equator
that is distorted by tropical instability wave cusps. Bottom: Quikscat wind stress magnitude (color),
with overlaid SST contours. Note the close correlation of windspeed with SST in the frontal region.
Since the winds in this region are southeasterly, the rapid speed change as the winds blow across the
SST front indicates the short timescale of boundary layer response to SST. (After Chelton et al.,
2001.)

that has caused confusion is the difference in apparent frequency depend-
ing on the quantity being observed, with SST showing a dominant period
of about 25 days (Legeckis, 1977) whereas thermocline depth has a period
near 33 days, and equatorial velocity a period near 17 days (Lyman et al.,
2004). Although the TIW were first identified north of the equator, and
their strongest signals are found there, recent work has shown evidence of
TIW signatures in the south (as suggested in Fig. 10).

The principal mechanism producing TIW is thought to be barotropic
(shear) instability as first explained by Philander (1976; 1978), but there has
been an evolution in thinking about this problem. Since it is very difficult
to diagnose energetics from sparse ocean observations, most of the work
has been done in numerical models (but see Luther and Johnson, 1990,
and Qiao and Weisberg, 1998, for observational diagnoses). The original
Philander analysis concluded that the relevant shear was near 4◦N between
the eastward NECC and the westward South Equatorial Current (SEC).
More recent work points to the shear closer to the equator between the SEC
and the EUC; in addition the possibility of baroclinic instabilities associated
with either the spreading isotherms around the EUC or with the temperature
front may be important as well (Yu et al., 1995; Masina et al., 1999). The
sources of energy conversion driving the TIW remains an active area of
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research, and it is likely that different mechanisms come into play at different
latitudes, perhaps explaining the multiple frequency structure seen (Lyman
et al., 2004). However, the fact that OGCMs of diverse types readily generate
TIW, whether forced with realistic or highly simplified winds, suggests that
near-equatorial shear is the dominant factor.

Because TIW depend on background conditions, which vary seasonally
and interannually, their low-frequency modulation is expected. The entire
upper equatorial circulation quickens when the winds are strongest in June–
December: the SEC and NECC are largest in boreal fall, as is upwelling.
These conditions produce both the strongest shears and temperature front,
so it is not surprising to find that the TIW begin to appear in June–July,
grow stronger through the second half of the year, and persist until February–
March. Similarly, during El Niño events both the SEC and the cold tongue
weaken, and TIW are absent (Baturin and Niiler, 1997).

Observational diagnoses conclude that tropical instability waves con-
tribute to the heating of the cold tongue at a similar magnitude as solar
radiation (Hansen and Paul, 1987; Bryden and Brady, 1989; Baturin and
Niiler, 1997; Swenson and Hansen, 1999). OGCMs have provided useful
hints to the heat balances of TIW (Masina et al., 1999), but suggest that
the observational estimates may be overestimated due to inability to measure
vertical TIW fluxes (Jochum et al., 2004).

The instabilities may intensify enough to form vortices (Flament et al.,
1996). In this manner, fluid from one side of the front may become trapped
on the other, just as warm core rings are trapped inshore of the Gulf Stream.
The net effect of meridional movement of the front is probably not reversible.
By advecting warmer off-equatorial water above the colder upwelled equator-
ial water (Fig. 9) vertical gradients become enhanced, potentially increasing
the heat flux due to vertical mixing, but also stabilizing the column and
increasing the Richardson number.

Other processes influencing the formation and maintenance of the front
include meridional gradients in the vertical velocity field and surface forcing
across the front. EPIC results have shown that surface fluxes tend to warm
surface water in the cold tongue region, while cooling waters to the north.
Thus meridional gradients in surface fluxes tend to damp the front.

The existence of the sharp front contradicts the picture of Ekman di-
vergence moving substantial quantities of equatorially upwelled water di-
rectly into the northern hemisphere subtropics. Some of this water must be
downwelled at the front. Off-equatorial downwelling has been observed and
modeled in this region, which has been attributed to large-scale dynamics
(section 2.1), but it is likely that this is only part of the answer. Across-front
transport through along-front instabilities may prove to be important, and
could be a key process missing in climate models.

The sharpness of the front (Fig. 9) suggests that significant improve-
ments in our ability to describe and model the upwelling regime will require
much denser sampling than previous 100-km scale buoy programs have pro-
vided. On the other hand, variability during the roughly one month that a
ship can remain on station is dominated by the phase changes of the TIW
and the position of the ship relative to the moving front. Therefore, a de-
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scription of the fluctuations of the front in the presence of TIW requires
both moored time series to establish the regional gradients and to resolve
the short timescales, as well as shipboard sampling that can follow the front
and adequately sample its small spatial scales.

2.5 Ocean-atmosphere feedbacks

Because equatorial zonal winds are sensitive to SST gradients on short time
and space scales, upwelling events have the potential to interact rapidly with
the wind and thus produce coupled feedbacks. These scales are on the order
of 1 day and a few tens of km, illustrated by the large windspeed changes as
southeasterly trades blow across the SST front north of the cold tongue (Fig.
10; Chelton et al., 2001). The sensitivity arises because cool SST stabilizes
the atmospheric planetary boundary layer and thus disconnects it from the
stronger winds aloft (Chelton et al., 2001). Over warm SST, by contrast,
convection efficiently mixes momentum, which generally speeds up the sur-
face wind. Both the intensification of winds and the small scale variability
associated with boundary layer turbulence are evident on the warm side of
the front shown in Fig. 9. For the mean, reduced stress due to the stable
PBL over the cold tongue suggests reduction of Ekman divergence, but a
corresponding increase of positive curl flanking the coolest SST, broadening
the upwelling. Thus, while the total upwelling transport may be given by
the Ekman divergence across roughly ±4◦ latitude, its meridional distribu-
tion is sensitive to the SST-PBL interaction. Further, an upwelling (cooling)
event can potentially feed back to weaken the wind that drove it, on a short
timescale. It remains to be seen how effective this mechanism is at mod-
ulating the upwelling circulation. Most observations of this phenomenon
have focused on the region east of about 125◦W, because the SST front is
strongest there and the effect is most visible; it is not known whether small
SST gradients will produce significant feedbacks.

On the scale of hundreds of kilometers, the interaction of the zonal SST
gradient and zonal winds is the basis for “SST modes” (Neelin et al., 1998),
in which SST anomalies are produced by w∂T/∂z due either to anomalous
upwelling itself or to anomalous thermocline depth that changes the tem-
perature of the upwelled water. Coupled modes arise because SST gradients
then produce wind anomalies which further modify w. Such modes can prop-
agate either eastward or westward, depending on the relative importance of
these two processes, and probably contribute to the evolution of El Niño
events.

Another form of feedback can occur because cool SST is favorable to the
formation of the stratocumulus decks that cover much of the eastern tropical
Pacific, especially in the south. Although this positive feedback is clearly
of major importance to the surface-layer heat budget, it is not known what
factors balance it, nor is it known how the stratus response varies depending
on the initial SST.
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2.6 Gaps in our understanding of the processes that modu-
late equatorial SST

1. What is the meridional scale of the upwelling?

Is it broad and slow, or thin and filamentary? How does it spin up or
down in response to changes in the zonal wind? How does the spinup
vary with latitude? How deep does it reach into the stratified layer?
The structure of the diverging surface layer is inadequately known,
especially at small scales, but the details of the hard-to-measure near-
surface velocities determine the width and thickness of the upwelling
(section 2.1). With even the best models using a typically 10 m vertical
grid spacing, it is hard to have confidence in their simulations of these
small scales. In addition to upwelling at the equator, observations and
models suggest downwelling at roughly ±3–4◦ latitude. Is this asso-
ciated with the SST front north of the cold tongue? What processes
strengthen and weaken the front?

2. What is the spatial structure of equatorial mixing?

Is it closely trapped to the equator (where almost all measurements
have been made) or does it occur more regionally? Does the latitudi-
nal variation of background shear determine the structure of mixing?
While the small-scale mixing is likely intermittent in space and time,
how can the integral effect of mixing be characterized as a function of
the larger scales?

3. What causes modulation of the turbulence in stratified layers above
the EUC core?

While it is clear that mixing varies by orders of magnitude over the
course of the ENSO and annual cycles (section 2.2), we do not yet
know what factors instigate the instabilities leading to enhanced deep-
cycle mixing on a daily cycle. We thus cannot infer what mixing will
be under any particular circumstance.

4. What are the surface heat fluxes?

Heat flux estimates from large-scale gridded fields have significant un-
certainties, contributing to errors in ocean model simulations. The
transmission profile of solar radiation through the water column, pri-
marily controlled by phytoplankton, is highly variable. The biological
processes controlling the penetration depth are coupled with the tur-
bulent supply of nutrients to the euphotic zone, allowing the possibility
of feedbacks (section 2.3).

5. What is the role of the SST front in modulating equatorial SST?

What is the magnitude and mechanism of heat fluxes induced by the
propagation and instability of the SST front which has a mean loca-
tion north of the equator but which is advected to and even across the
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equator by TIW? Mixing across the front is potentially large, both on
the 1–10 km frontal scale and on the 100 km TIW scale, but the mech-
anisms that produce this mixing remain inadequately understood (sec-
tion 2.4). While baroclinic instabilities would certainly be candidates
in midlatitudes, how are they modified as the equator is approached?

6. What are the ocean-atmosphere feedbacks due to upwelling?

Satellite scatterometer wind fields have shown that SST variations feed
back on the atmospheric planetary boundary layer, producing distinct
wind regimes as a function of SST (Fig. 10, and note the smaller green
wind vectors over the cooler equatorial water in Fig. 3). Forecast
models must account for these interactions, which couple SST and the
PBL. Since the wind variations also modify the latent heat fluxes, this
coupling involves all the forcing terms of the region (section 2.5).
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3. Implementation of PUMP

3.1 Objectives of the PUMP field program

Objective 1: To observe and understand the evolution of the near-equatorial
meridional circulation under varying winds, sufficiently well to serve (a)
as background for the mixing observations in objective 2; (b) as a chal-
lenge to model representations. The observations must be conducted on
a spatial scale to usefully compare to and verify modern OGCMs, and
be sampled sufficiently often to determine the timescale of adjustment to
changes in surface wind stress.

Objective 2: To observe and understand the mixing mechanisms that deter-
mine (a) the depth of penetration of wind-input momentum as a function
of latitude, time and background conditions; (b) the penetration of sur-
face heat fluxes into the upper thermocline and the maintenance of the
thermal structure in the presence of meters/day upwelling. Further, to
describe the environmental context of these mechanisms so as to enable
the development of model parameterizations.

Objective 3: To construct a surface heat budget of sufficient accuracy to
serve as a useful boundary condition for objective 2. This will include a
reconciliation of advective, mixing and surface flux influences on the heat
and momentum budgets.

Objective 4: To observe and understand the relationship between lat-
eral and vertical processes promoting diapycnal mixing, especially the
exchanges across the SST front north of the cold tongue. To decipher the
exchange mechanisms, both the scale of the sharp front (1–10 km) and
of the TIW (100 km) must be observed.

To achieve these objectives requires a coordination of historical
data analysis, modeling, and both long-term and intensive obser-
vations. A general plan and justification for each component is
proposed in section 3.2.

PUMP will require a substantial in situ observing program with overlap-
ping sampling elements to resolve the necessary spatial and temporal scales.
The observations should include both moored time series for their temporal
resolution and ability to provide continuous sampling over a 2-year experi-
ment, and shipboard surveys to resolve the smaller-scale features and study
detailed mixing processes. PUMP will be embedded within the TAO array,
so as to take full advantage of the long TAO time series.

Location of the PUMP field program

PUMP observations should take place along the 140◦W TAO mooring line.
This location has been the site of many observational programs based on
the TAO velocity and temperature time series and on numerous cruises of
diverse types (sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3), and is within the cold tongue regime,
although weaker than further east. Most previous tropical Pacific work on
both divergence and turbulent mixing, as well as the only local (shipboard)
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observations of the TIW front (Flament et al., 1996) have been at 140◦W.
This long history provides for maximum context to assure representative-
ness. 140◦W is optimal for sampling the processes that govern the Pacific
overturning circulation, and results should be applicable to a wide range of
longitudes from at least 120◦W to the Dateline. This is most important in
advancing the ability to diagnose and forecast ENSO variability. The upper
layer is sufficiently thick at 140◦W so that a reasonable vertical distribution
of moored samples (5 m) can assure adequate resolution, as well as giving
confidence that model simulations (on a similar scale) can resolve the acting
processes.

An argument can be made for siting the PUMP experiment further east,
at either 125◦W or 110◦W, where the cold tongue and SST front are more
intense (Fig. 10), and where the results may be more easily integrated with
the findings from the EPIC program. A site further east might better ad-
dress the frontal (section 2.4) and air-sea interaction (section 2.5) elements
of PUMP. 110◦W has a similar record of TAO velocity and temperature time
series, although it lacks a history of microstructure sampling. Three factors
militate against doing PUMP at 110◦W: First, with mean zonal winds at
110◦W only half as strong as at 140◦W, it is less clear that this longitude is
representative of the upwelling/mixing regime of the central Pacific. Second,
the circulation along 110◦W is strongly affected by the prevailing meridional
winds and is thus highly asymmetric and more complex. Third, the up-
per layer is so thin at 110◦W that resolving the vertical structure so as to
disentangle the various influences on the heat and momentum budgets is
much more demanding, both in observations and models. While variability
at 110◦W is unquestionably of great importance, it appears to be a more
difficult problem that may become more tractable once the mechanisms in
the central Pacific have been more fully elucidated.

The site at 125◦W might be an appropriate compromise from the stand-
point of physical processes. However, the fact that there is no history of
velocity measurements there, in contrast to the 20-year histories at 110◦W
and 140◦W, means that the background to interpret the PUMP observations
would be lacking. In addition, previous microstructure sampling has been at
140◦W. Since even the two years of PUMP is a short time in the context of
the annual cycle and ENSO, we believe it is critical to choose a site where the
irreplaceable time history of TAO temperature and velocity measurements
exist.

We do advocate a Phase II of PUMP to repeat the 140◦W study further
east at 110◦W, where the SST front is more intense and it is possible that
local air-sea interaction is stronger. This should follow analysis and careful
consideration of the results from an experiment at 140◦W. The challenges
of obtaining meaningful observations in the thinner upper layer at 110◦W
must be a focus for success at this location. However, the focus of PUMP as
outlined here should be on the connection of the thermocline to the surface
mediated by upwelling and turbulent mixing. That is most likely to succeed
in the relatively straightforward environment at 140◦W. However, progress
in understanding the zonal structure of equatorial turbulence can be made
during PUMP by deploying Lagrangian shear-measuring floats that would
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extend the sampling over a range of longitudes and help to put the PUMP
measurements in a larger-scale context.

3.2 PUMP components

3.2.1 Historical data analysis

Specific Objectives:

• Assess uncertainties on mixing and divergence estimates through an
integrated reanalysis of existing data sets.

• Expand the range of climate states for future model parameterization
by coordinating a general analysis and making these data generally
available.

As part of the larger goal of improving parameterizations of mixing at
the equator, it is important that a unified analysis of the data obtained in
the Tropic Heat I, II, and TIWE mixing experiments be a part of the final
product of PUMP. These data will then become part of the community data
set.

One aspect of this component that is important at an early stage of this
project is an assessment of the uncertainties of our mixing measurements.
In particular, in section 3.2.3 we propose to make intensive measurements of
mixing and obtain longer time series of mixing (but with less vertical resolu-
tion) at a few moored locations on and north of the equator. Can we thereby
obtain a meaningful projection of the integrated turbulent heat flux over the
experiment domain for the duration of the experiment? We have consid-
erable confidence in both our method for estimating turbulent dissipation
rate (Moum et al., 1995) and in our heat flux estimates from these (Moum
et al., 1989; also the NATRE results—Ledwell et al., 1995). The more se-
rious problem in obtaining meaningful averages is the natural space/time
variability of the turbulence. The overlapping TIWE microstructure data
sets have shown us the consequences of the tremendous geophysical variabil-
ity over short time and space scales (Moum et al., 1995). Differences in ε
on hourly timescales from data obtained at the same depth from two ships
within 11 km of each other were occasionally several factors of 10. These
differences reduced to a factor of 3 on daily averages and were undetectable
on 3.5-day averages (the duration of the overlap).

The close agreement on the 3.5-day timescale gives us some confidence
that sufficiently long time series can provide meaningful averages over spatial
scales that are representative of the same flow regime (O(100 km)?). How-
ever, this has not been tested. One way to evaluate this is with a reanalysis
of the cross-equatorial turbulence data obtained in Tropic Heat I, II (Hebert
et al., 1991) with the specific objective of determining the space/time vari-
ability of the turbulent heat flux across the equator.

Other elements of historical data can also contribute to assessments of
uncertainty and representativeness of the proposed measurements. The long
time series of velocity, temperature, and surface meteorology at the 0◦,
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140◦W TAO mooring is of course a principal reason for siting PUMP at
that location, but in addition there are many shipboard ADCP sections
taken during mooring service cruises (Johnson et al., 2002), which provide
our principal source of information on the meridional structure of velocity.
These data are the basis for the preliminary scale analysis shown in Fig. 11,
but more could be done, for example by using satellite data to stratify the
ADCP sections by the TIW phase. Second, more use could be made of
the moored velocities sampled during TIWE, which uniquely included off-
equatorial moorings at 1◦N and 1◦S (Weisberg and Qiao, 2000) and thus
contain information on the meridional structure that has barely been looked
at. In addition, an opportunity was neglected in the TIWE program by not
considering the microstructure data in light of the velocity time series that
Weisberg and Qiao (2000) used to estimate divergence. In essence these two
data sets were studied in isolation, though being collected at the same time
and place. A joint analysis of these time series would have similarities to
a less ambitious PUMP experiment, and would aid in designing the PUMP
observational strategy.

3.2.2 Time series: Seasonal and interannual variability across the
cold tongue

Specific Objectives:

• Determine the structure and the patterns of variability of horizontal ve-
locity in the vertical-meridional plane across the cold tongue at 140◦W
over at least two annual cycles.

• Determine the spinup of the poleward surface limb of the meridional
circulation under varying winds so as to describe and diagnose the
evolution of the “Ekman layer” approaching the equator.

• Determine the vertical-meridional structure of horizontal divergence
and consequent upwelling velocity across the cold tongue. Describe
the corresponding variability of temperature (and ideally salinity).

• Determine the downwelling that occurs at the SST front north of the
cold tongue, and its relation to wind forcing and to tropical instability
wave variability.

• Ultimately, assess the diapycnal conversions necessary to account for
the coincident velocity and temperature variability, in order to diag-
nose these in light of the heat fluxes associated with turbulent mixing.

To achieve these objectives, the horizontal velocities must be measured
at scales sufficient to take meaningful horizontal derivatives. Since PUMP
is concerned with the entire meridional circulation, not just the equator, the
observations must extend over at least ±3◦ latitude. The velocity measure-
ments must resolve the vertical structure, and must adequately sample the
flow to within a few meters of the surface, where most of the poleward flow
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occurs (e.g., Fig. 4). Variations within a tropical instability wave cycle (20–
25 days) must be resolved. Because of the very large signals due to these
waves (instantaneous v 5–10 times as large as the mean), as well as other
high-frequency variability, the sampling must be made at high temporal res-
olution (hourly), and must extend over a long enough period to define means
and variances (2+ years). Concurrent measurements of temperature (and
salinity where possible) are needed to construct a heat budget.

These requirements point to moored platforms as the primary observa-
tional tool. Modern moorings provide the high sampling rates and long
endurance suitable for the temporal demands of PUMP. Coincident veloc-
ity and temperature profiles can be obtained (potentially salinity as well),
and a combination of ADCP profilers and near-surface point current me-
ters can measure velocity over the entire upper water column from 300 m
depth to just below the surface. Moorings also allow for simultaneous water
property and surface wind and flux measurements, as well as serving as a
platform for other technologies, such as long-term microstructure sampling,
that are under development (see section 3.2.b), and sampling of the biology
and its effects on heat absorption. The 2-year moored velocity and tem-
perature time series across the equatorial zone will enable a diagnosis of
the dynamical transition from the mid-latitude Ekman-geostrophic regime
to the equatorial regime.

Other techniques are potentially available to sample the vertical velocity,
including floats that may be able to measure w directly (Barth et al., 2004),
have been suggested. While such instrumentation may be useful during the
short-term IOPs (section 3.2.3), floats are unlikely to remain in the vicinity
of 140◦W for very long. Thus they cannot serve the purpose of providing the
background time series, spanning frequencies from hourly to annual, that will
be necessary to interpret the IOP measurements, which will be dominated
by the monthly timescale of TIW.

Decades of experience during the TAO project have shown that these
moorings serve as fish aggregators, and spurious reflections from the schools
can be a serious contamination to the velocities observed by ADCPs. For
this reason, subsurface, upward-looking ADCPs are used, which must be sep-
arated from the associated temperature/surface meteorology mooring by a
few kilometers. The PUMP plan envisions such dual mooring pairs, with the
surface moorings supporting the near-surface velocity sampling, as well as
the necessary surface flux, temperature, salinity, microstructure, and other
instrumentation.

Several questions must be answered in developing a moored sampling
strategy for PUMP. Two sources of error are likely to occur, both of which are
amplified by taking derivatives. First are errors due to inadequate sampling
of the geophysical scales of the velocities. Second are instrumental errors that
result from mooring technological limitations. Previous studies calculating
divergence from moorings have focused their error analysis on estimates of
the mean, in which averaging over a large number of samples reduces some
sources of uncertainty (e.g., Weisberg and Qiao, 2000). In PUMP, where
we intend to resolve velocity variability on timescales of a week, we will not
have this advantage.
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Two main sources of instrumental error have been identified by previous
studies, and will be unavoidable during this experiment as well: compass
errors, which are as much as 2◦, and uncertainty of the mooring position due
to its watch circle, which is unknown for a subsurface mooring, but could
be as large as ±2 km. Compass errors are magnified in the situation where
one velocity component (v) is small compared to the other (u), because the
measured velocity effectively rotates some of the strong (zonal) current into
the weak (meridional) current. Weisberg and Qiao (2000) showed that for
the 0◦, 140◦W site in the worst case (oppositely directed offsets on moorings
between which ∂v/∂y is to be estimated), the compass-produced error in
∆v is approximately u sin(4◦). At the equator, this is as large as 7 cm s−1,
about 20% of the magnitude of historical moored v, but will be smaller away
from the EUC. Watch circle uncertainty produces an error in ∆y used for
the finite differencing. If ∂v/∂y is taken over small ∆y, then both these
errors are magnified in importance relative to the signal measured. Thus,
although it might seem to be an advantage to space the moorings closely, in
fact it is important to choose a spacing that maximizes the signal, by using
a ∆y appropriate to the scale of v.

There is little information about the meridional structure of near-equa-
torial meridional velocity, except in the mean (Johnson et al., 2001; see
Fig. 4). That study was based on shipboard ADCP data taken during the
roughly twice-yearly cruises made to service the TAO moorings, and showed
that only by averaging the infrequent snapshots over the entire data record
and over longitudes from 95◦W to 170◦W could a meaningful mean diver-
gence be constructed, primarily because of TIW aliasing. However, these
data can be used cruise by cruise to estimate the meridional scales of nearly-
instantaneous v across the cold tongue region (Fig. 11), which is a more
stringent test than the weekly averages demanded by PUMP. Eight cruises
spanning 1996–2001 were studied, and the decorrelation length-scale of v
over 2◦S–2◦N during the individual cruises ranged from about 0.3◦ to about
1.2◦ latitude, with an overall average of about 2/3◦. Inspection of v from
the cruises suggested that a 2/3◦ buoy spacing in the meridional direction
will resolve most of the meridional velocity signals, even in snapshots like
the cruise data. At the same time this spacing is sufficiently far apart that
watch circle errors will be small.

Data do not exist to measure the zonal scales of u in this region (the
Weisberg and Qiao moorings at 142◦W and 138◦W would provide some in-
formation). We therefore appeal to the physical processes known to influence
the zonal currents: the structure of the EUC, the variability introduced by
equatorial Kelvin waves, and the variability due to tropical instability waves.
Work in the western Pacific during COARE suggests that the zonal pressure
gradient and pressure gradient-driven currents spin up in response to wind
anomalies on a scale of about 10◦ longitude (Cronin et al., 2000). Remotely
forced equatorial Kelvin waves are dominated by intraseasonal timescales
that produce wavelengths of several thousand km. TIW have zonal wave-
lengths of about 1000 km. Therefore a mooring configuration with zonal sep-
aration of 2◦–3◦ should adequately sample the zonal pressure gradient and
the zonal current and its derivatives. Results from high-resolution GCMs
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Figure 11: Meridional decorrelation of meridional velocity along 140◦W from 2◦S
to 2◦N, measured by shipboard ADCP sections conducted during TAO deployment
cruises. The correlation is an average over eight cruises.

will be useful in establishing the appropriate scales for the array (section
3.2.4).

Very-near-surface velocities near the equator in the cold tongue have es-
sentially never been measured. Because of technical limitations (primarily
surface reflections), neither shipboard nor present-generation moored ADCP
instruments measure velocity within about 20 m of the surface, and estimates
of these flows have been based on upward extrapolation of gradients (Weis-
berg and Qiao, 2000; Johnson et al., 2001). Yet much of the poleward limb of
the circulation appears to take place within this extrapolated layer (Fig. 4).
A year-long pilot experiment to sample these velocities is underway begin-
ning in May 2004, with point doppler current meters placed at 5, 10, 15, 20
and 25 m on the TAO moorings at 0◦, and 2◦N, 140◦W. In addition a new
high-frequency ADCP that will sample velocities from 5–50 m depth with
1 m resolution is being tested at 0◦, 140◦W at the same time. By the time
PUMP is to go in the water the results from these tests will be available to
inform the vertical configuration of PUMP moorings.

The two intensive observing periods (see Fig. 13 and section 3.2.3) will
offer the opportunity to retrospectively evaluate the adequacy and repre-
sentativeness of the mooring configurations used. A ship towing a Seasoar
will cruise repeatedly across the mooring array, sampling the density and
velocity structure at high spatial resolution and nearly synoptic timescale
(approximately 12 sections within one month). These data will establish the
scales of current variability in the (y,z) plane and allow a quantitative assess-
ment of the errors introduced by the relatively sparse mooring array. The
utility of repeated SeaSoar sections in capturing the space and time evolving
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Figure 12: Schematic moored array for PUMP. Each of the 17 moorings pictured is
a double-buoy pair, consisting of an enhanced TAO ATLAS (surface) mooring plus
a subsurface upward-looking ADCP mooring. The surface moorings are enhanced
with point current meters in the upper 20 m to measure the near-surface flows, and
with rapid-response thermistors to sample microstructure. Moorings at the center
of each diamond are additionally enhanced to measure surface fluxes to enable
construction of a heat budget.

structure in the tropical ocean (during COARE) has been demonstrated by
Eldin et al. (1994) and Richards and Inall (2000).

Gliders can provide fine-scale meridional/vertical structure continuously
in parallel with the moorings. The timing of the experiment makes it an
excellent candidate for an early intensive use of gliders. A glider deployment
will profile from the surface to 500 m over a horizontal distance of 3 km,
with a vertical resolution of roughly 5 m. The complete cycle is completed
in 3 hours while moving horizontally at about 0.25 m s−1. A single glider
takes about one month to complete one section from 3◦S to 3◦N. Adding
more gliders reduces the time taken to occupy one section, and allows more
sections. For example, nine gliders would resolve sections at 138◦, 140◦, and
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142◦W every 10 days. The gliders need servicing every 6 months, which
is reasonably accomplished either from the mooring deployment/recovery
cruises, or from the IOP cruises discussed below. The gliders carry combi-
nations of sensors to measure temperature, salinity, pressure, and bio-optical
properties. The mounting of an ADCP on a glider is an ongoing development
(deployments have already been made) likely to be complete soon.

Glider observations directly address many of the objectives of PUMP
by improving on the horizontal resolution of the moorings, while maintain-
ing the same extended temporal coverage. For example, the strength and
position of the equatorial front vary on timescales of weeks and longer. Ob-
servations during the IOPs, discussed below, will do an excellent job of
documenting the meridional/vertical structure of the front and equatorial
current system during two single months. The gliders will provide sections,
analogous to those from the IOP SeaSoar, every 10 days rather than every
2 days. Thus, the modulation of the equatorial front will be definitively
observed, arguably for the first time with adequate spatial resolution. The
combination of the gliders’ horizontal resolution and the moorings’ temporal
resolution will undoubtedly provide the most complete sustained description
of the equatorial current system ever achieved.

3.2.3 IOPs: Rapid/reduced cooling experiments

Specific Objectives:

• Determine the mechanism(s) by which the generation of internal grav-
ity waves and the resulting turbulent mixing are modulated on diurnal
and longer timescales at the equator.

• Determine how this mechanism works off the equator (2◦N).

• Determine the spatial structure of mixing across the equatorial region
(2◦S–4◦N).

• Determine the variability of mixing and air-sea forcing across the sharp
SST front north of the equator.

• Ultimately, assess the turbulent heat flux integral over a time/space
scale that can be meaningfully compared to the heat flux associated
with the integrated upwelling.

• Determine the difference in both the nature and magnitude of mixing
between the rapid cooling and reduced cooling periods as defined by
the annual SST cycle (Fig. 1).

To achieve these objectives, a combination of intensive turbulence pro-
filing both on and off the equator and rapid cross-equatorial surveys of
finestructure and mixing are required. These sets of measurements must
be coincident and should be repeated at the periods of enhanced cooling
and reduced cooling rates (the season of maximum TIW activity). This will
require a two-stage process experiment, one to occur in July (Rapid Cooling
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Process Experiment) and in November/December (Reduced Cooling Process
Experiment). In defining these experiments, we have neglected the heating
and steady-state periods. This reflects our bias that upwelling and mix-
ing are reduced during these periods; an inverse calculation by Wang and
McPhaden (1999) suggested that vertical mixing at the base of the mixed
layer was largest at 140◦W during the August–January season. Reduced
mixing has been observed in April 1987 (heating phase) and at present we
believe it is more crucial to address the periods when it appears that mixing
and upwelling significantly alter equatorial SST.

In addition to the intensive surveys, it is highly desirable to also obtain
long time series measurements of mixing so that we can both determine
the role of mixing in longer term variations than can be resolved with ship-
borne measurements and evaluate the mixing on the same timescales as the
upwelling. For this purpose, development of technology to obtain such ob-
servations should be encouraged. Ideally, these time series will be made from
the same mooring sites as the divergence and upwelling sampling (section
3.2.2).

Stationary mixing measurements should include turbulence profiling
(high sampling rate measurements of temperature, conductivity, and tur-
bulence dissipation) and upper ocean current profiling (acoustic Doppler
current profiling). The use of high-frequency echosounders to image the
flow may be especially helpful in this flow regime where the combination
of high stratification and intense turbulence create the condition for high
acoustic backscatter due to small-scale sound speed (density) fluctuations.
Modern turbulence profilers include sensors to measure optical backscatter
and chlorophyll fluorescence. These also provide estimates of the penetra-
tion of incoming solar radiation into the upper ocean, a term that will be
critical to any assessment of the vertical profile of net heat flux.

Undulating bodies that are towed (8 kts) whilst profiling from surface to
300 m (e.g., Seasoar) have proven effective at obtaining rapid finescale sur-
veys of in situ properties of the upper water column. Temperature, salinity,
and density, as well as optical properties from which the radiative penetra-
tion profile can be determined, are pertinent to this aspect of the experiment.
Recently, undulating vehicles have been outfitted with scalar microstructure
sensors capable of providing a rough estimate of scalar variance dissipation
rates (Dillon et al., 2003), which yield an independent estimate of mixing
rates. These can be used to clarify the cross-equatorial structure of mix-
ing between and beyond the stationary process mixing ships. Combined
with shipboard ADCP sampling, continuous towed body transects across
the equator will also help to flesh out the velocity and density features re-
quired to assess divergence from moored observations of velocity.

New methods to observe important aspects of the small-scale fluid dy-
namics (for example, Lagrangian sampling techniques now being tested and
deployed) should be encouraged. This is reflected in the strawman budget.

The Process Experiment timeline shown in Fig. 13 indicates a means of
obtaining the above objectives. We can expect maximum shipboard dura-
tions of 28 d at the equator (assuming 12 d return transit to Honolulu).
Mixing ships should be dedicated to obtaining microstructure time series
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Figure 13: Timeline of PUMP Intensive Observation Periods (two IOPs, during July and November–
December). The varying location of the SST front north of the equator is suggested as the grey line. Two
sets of intensive mixing observations at 0◦ and 2◦N are made from Mixing Ships (blue, green). These ships
will also conduct short intensive surveys across the SST front either on their transit legs or if the front
crosses their position (short zigzags). Synoptic cross-equatorial transects are made from the Seasoar ship
(red), which can also take atmospheric soundings to study the planetary boundary layer changes across the
front. Moorings equipped with sensors to measure microstructure are shown in yellow.

at specific locations (0◦, 2◦N). However, the effect of the SST front north
of the equator may be so influential (especially in the Reduced Cooling pe-
riod when the instability waves are most active) that we suggest an effort
to intensively profile across it as shown in the figure. This profiling will
produce a well-defined picture of the front at different phases of the TIW
cycle, uniquely embedded in the meso- and large-scale context provided by
the mooring line.

The net result of this sampling strategy will include 20+ day time his-
tories of velocity, density, and turbulence fluxes at two locations with syn-
optic cross-equatorial transects to help define the meridional environment
of each. Microstructure time series measurements should be made adjacent
to moorings equipped with sensors to measure density, velocity, and mixing.
Comparison of the moored observations to the IOP observations will help in
interpretation of the longer records. Replication of this sampling strategy
should be undertaken in both Rapid Cooling and Reduced Cooling periods.
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3.2.4 Modeling

The modeling program consists of a series of activities, including pre-deploy-
ment planning, field support, parameterization development, sensitivity stud-
ies, and final assessment of the impact of the PUMP program on the simu-
lation of the coupled climate system in the tropics.

Specific objectives:

• Obtain detailed and computationally exact model heat and momentum
budgets for the cold tongue region under a wide variety of conditions,
forcing, and modeling choices. Evaluate the errors and uncertainties of
budgets estimated from various sampling regimes, including the PUMP
Intensive Observing Periods and the sustained broad-scale network.

• Develop metrics for evaluating models. While SST has often been used
for model evaluation, compensating errors in surface heat flux and up-
welling/mixing can result in SST that is fairly well modeled, despite
significant errors in the vertical structure of temperature, salinity, and
velocity. Additional metrics might include upper ocean heat content,
vertical shear, etc., and careful attention will be paid to their merid-
ional structure, based on the new PUMP sampling.

• Study the sensitivity of simulations and their budgets to different
model formulations and resolution. Can we approach convergence?

• Establish the baseline for current state-of-the art modeling of the equa-
torial cold tongue region. This includes the conventional physical vari-
ables of OGCMs plus biogeochemical quantities, the internal wave field,
and turbulence in and below the mixed layer. A variety of new mod-
els have advanced our abilities in these areas. Understanding their
contributions is a first step toward improvement.

• Parameterize the effects of EUC shear and associated internal waves on
equatorial mixing in OGCMs. The goal is a functional form that au-
tomatically reflects changes in environmental conditions. Use adjoint
methodology to systematically study the sensitivity of the equatorial
Pacific to parameters in the mixing algorithms.

• Develop and refine parameterizations for deep cycle turbulence beneath
the surface mixed layer utilizing the observations from the PUMP field
program.

• Develop a data assimilation system to integrate and reconcile the obser-
vations collected during the PUMP field program. Ultimately, develop
a modeling structure that can use the sustained observing network to
infer upwelling and vertical exchanges from broadscale sampling.

To achieve these objectives, the modeling tools will include:

• LES and other fine-scale process models for parameterization develop-
ment.
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• High resolution (1–5 km) non-hydrostatic models for parameterization
development.

• High resolution (5 km) hydrostatic models for regional simulations of
the study area.

• Basin scale OGCM at moderately high resolution (25 km) for testing
parameterizations on the basin scale and determine what biases in
ocean only simulations still exist.

• Global scale climate component models for application of parameteri-
zations at lower resolution.

• Adjoint and inverse modeling systems for investigation of consistency
and diagnosis of parameters.

• Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere GCMs, the final test of the contributions
generated by the PUMP program.

Pre-Deployment Planning

A wide variety of models have been recently used to simulate the cold tongue
region with increasing resolution and more detailed physics. Evaluation of
the gross upper ocean temperature fields in dynamical coupled models shows
systematic problems in the mean, the seasonal cycle and the representation
of ENSO (Mechoso et al., 1995; Latif et al., 2001; Davey et al., 2002). With
the goal of improving the simulation of upwelling and mixing in OGCMs, an
essential first step is that an adequate measure be made of the present state
of affairs.

The present generation of OGCMs is capable of capturing much of the
observed variability of the tropical Pacific, and can be used to make mean-
ingful estimates of the budgets of heat and momentum for the cold tongue re-
gion. Most importantly, such estimates may be made under a wide variety of
conditions, with varying forcing, model formulations, parameter choices and
resolutions (Yu and Schopf, 1997). Such budgets can be computed internally
in the model so as to be computationally exact, and can furnish baselines
from which observing system simulation studies (OSSEs) can be made. The
goal is to evaluate the errors and uncertainties of budgets estimated from
various sampling regimes, including the PUMP Intensive Observing Peri-
ods and the sustained broad-scale network, using carefully designed regional
modeling simulations, so that the uncertainty can be described in terms of
sampling error vs. natural variability vs. model ensemble spread, and so that
these can be further distinguished by climate regime (phases of the annual
cycle and ENSO). These simulations will also be useful in estimating the
spatial scales of density and velocity variability and may lead to adjusting
the buoy spacing proposed in section 3.2.2.

Models using data assimilation can be integrated over recent historical
periods to ensure that model budgets are evaluated from states consistent
with the in situ observational record. These can include the models run
for initialization of seasonal forecast systems, such as the NASA GMAO
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seasonal-to-interannual forecast system, or the SODA analysis. It can also
include models utilizing adjoint technology that permits the diagnosis of
parameter sensitivity to control variables. Analysis of historical hindcasts
would give information about the mean states and variability of the region,
the likelihood of encountering various conditions whether “normal” or anom-
alous, and establishing a baseline for further experiments after data from the
field program has been collected and analyzed.

For such runs, it will be necessary to use high frequency forcing, with
winds that reflect the diurnal cycle as well as daily variation. Solar radiation
and atmospheric boundary layer conditions must be likewise representative
of the high frequency variation inherent to the equatorial Pacific. For the
wind fields, satellite scatterometer measurements of the surface stress have
been shown to contain important details of the spatial variability of the stress
(Chelton et al., 2001), but the temporal resolution of the 2-dimensional fields
is insufficient to use this data directly. Some independent description of the
statistical nature of the diurnal variation in stress will need to be made.

These models should include various parameterizations of the surface
mixed layer and reflect the best and current understanding of how to pa-
rameterize mixing in and about the EUC. They should include simulations
initialized by data assimilation, as from the NASA NSIPP seasonal predic-
tion system, with simulations made for several months after initialization.

Field Phase Assistance

A regional model of the cold tongue region will be used during the field
program to help with the deployment of the ship based observations. The
location of the SST front (Fig. 13) is essential for success of the PUMP
IOP. While satellite observations can be used directly for identification of
SST fronts, data assimilative models can be used to provide the best real-
time simulations of the evolving larger scale state of the tropical Pacific.
Such models can also be useful as dynamical interpolators for evaluating the
representativeness of the shipboard and moored sampling.

Parameterization Development

A key goal of PUMP will be to translate the improved understanding of ocean
physics in and around the equatorial undercurrent into parameterizations
that lead to improved climate-scale ocean models. The goal is a functional
form that automatically reflects changes in environmental conditions. This
effort is complicated by the variety of processes enumerated in Section 2.1–
2.6. Attempts to develop better parameterizations for a single process in
that list will be doomed to failure if attempted in isolation. This is a key
consideration behind the PUMP observing program—the ability to place
a well-described context behind the essential measurements of small scale
processes and their large scale effects. It is a lack of appropriate context
that has made it difficult to develop new parameterizations from the existing
data sets.

The concentrated development of parameterizations for ocean climate
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models has recently been undertaken in the CLIVAR Climate Process and
Modeling Teams (CPTs). The two CPTs are studying gravity current en-
trainment (www.cpt-gce.org) and eddy-mixed layer interactions (www.cpt-
emilie.org). They serve as models of the interaction and communication
required between GCM modelers, process modelers, experimentalists, theo-
reticians, and field programs. A similar level of interaction will be required
by the PUMP program. CPTs are highly leveraged, with many investi-
gators coalescing around a common problem of interest. Yet the teams
appear to work because each of the investigators has a self-interest in the
project—organization around parameterization improvement provides a nat-
ural framework that attracts the diverse set of scientists seeking to subject
their results and theories to a wider scrutiny and engagement by others.
In PUMP, this will be especially important because of wide array of avail-
able processes at work: one cannot attempt to improve SST prediction by
parameterizing deep-cycle turbulence while ignoring the diapycnal mixing
occurring through the shear region between the westward surface flow and
equatorial undercurrent.

Parameterization development for OGCMs involves the translation of the
effects of observed processes operating at very fine spatial scales and with
short decorrelation times into suitable algorithms for influencing the large-
scale state that is simulated within the OGCM. In the near term, OGCMs
will have resolution on the order of 10 to 20 km at best while the internal
waves that are believed to be important in mixing have horizontal scales of
less than 1 km. This requires for the foreseeable future that we parameterize
both the mixing by internal waves as well as the generation and propagation
of the internal waves themselves. At present, microstructure measurements
estimate the turbulent mixing. Other sensors can quantify the internal wave
state, and fine scale process models work to understand the relationship
between the two. On the fine scale, parameterizations that have been de-
veloped in the mixing community assume that the internal wave spectrum,
local stratification and shear are known. But for the OGCM, the accurate
description of the mixing must account for all the unresolved features—the
stratification and shear are simulated at large scales, the internal waves must
be inferred. The challenge for PUMP will be to develop an observing strat-
egy as well as a model development strategy that will enable the development
and testing of new sub-mesoscale parameterizations.

Recent results in the physical oceanographic literature point the way to-
wards these developments. Building on the work of Young (1994) and Tan-
don and Garrett (1994), Thomas and Lee (2005) argue that the secondary
circulation associated with frontal processes is key to understanding the evo-
lution of the mixed layer. The mixed-layer eddy interaction CPT (EMILIE,
http://cpt-emilie.org/) is addressing these questions, with an empha-
sis on mid-latitude processes, focusing both on the interaction of mesoscale
eddies with the mixed-layer as well as submesoscale processes. In the trop-
ics, where the Rossby radius of deformation is considerably larger, the eddy
structures are accordingly larger, and it is now routine that the eddy fea-
tures are well resolved by climate models. The tropical instability waves
have wavelengths of 700–1000 km, and a meridional scale of O(500 km),
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in comparison to model resolutions on the order of 25 km in latitude and
50 km in longitude. The sub-mesoscale features that need to be parame-
terized are dynamically distinct from the baroclinically unstable waves of
the mid-latitude eddies. It is the submesoscale (or below deformation scale)
processes that will be important to understand better.

In PUMP, we can build on the results of the EMILIE CPT small scale
efforts, testing the parameterization in the tropics against the sub-mesoscale
observations from the proposed ADCP and SeaSoar surveys (Section 3.2.3).
Because of the vanishing of the Coriolis force at the equator, the processes
associated with secondary circulation and the intensification of fronts are
potentially even more important than at mid-latitudes. In addition, the
interaction of the mixed-layer submesoscale structure and internal waves
that then lead to mixing need to be studied in detail. The restratification
processes of relaxation or slumping of vertical isotherms, as mentioned in
Section 2.2, will also need to be taken into account.

Deep-cycle penetration of turbulent mixing into the stratified layer can
also be parameterized in climate-scale models without explicit internal waves.
Danabasoglu et al. (2005) introduced a diurnal cycle of solar radiation in
a coupled GCM and produced downward propagating plumes of turbulent
heat and momentum fluxes similar to those shown in Fig. 7. Daytime near-
surface stratification induced by surface heating tends to trap westward wind
momentum in a thin near-surface layer. As this increases the shear, Ri is
reduced at the base of the diurnal mixed layer. At sunset, the addition of
surface cooling lowers Ri enough to produce vigorous mixing, which spreads
the westward momentum downward (Large and Gent, 1999). This increases
shear at the lower depth, reducing Ri there, and the process continues down.
Turbulent mixing thus propagates downward during the night and into the
following morning, below the explicit mixed layer into the stratified region,
reaching its maximum depth during morning, long after convection has been
shut off.

Parameterization generally involves the development of an algorithm that
describes a set of physical mechanisms that are often best viewed as stochas-
tic. Some of the physical mechanisms of interest will be observed in PUMP
on fine spatial scales and with high sampling rates. These observations can
best be related to process models operating as large eddy simulations (LES;
Wang et al., 1998). Such models provide a detailed, physically consistent
view of the process, subject to a few, hopefully not too stringent, assump-
tions that are needed to make the problem tractable. LES can be used to
conduct a series of high-resolution simulations of the equatorial boundary
layer under the observed range of environmental conditions (especially the
variation of EUC vertical shear within 2◦S–2◦N) to determine the relation-
ship between mixing rate and the environmental conditions. The immediate
goal is to assess the extent to which the Richardson number based schemes
used in 1-D models are suitable for varying environmental conditions. Can
these schemes be improved by learning from LES results? Variables other
than the Richardson number will likely also need to be included.

An additional objective of the LES modeling would be to diagnose the
momentum fluxes carried by internal gravity waves. These are launched
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above the EUC core, propagate downward, and break on the lower flank of
the EUC. Both local momentum fluxes near the generation site and nonlocal
fluxes deeper in the EUC are likely to be important factors determining the
evolution of the zonal current system.

LES simulations are not sufficient, however, to fully develop parameter-
ization schemes, and alternative methodologies are sought, especially in the
tropical Pacific where wind-driven signals can propagate rapidly into the
region in the equatorial wave guide. Thus, horizontally non-local parame-
terizations may be necessary. Stochastic methods such as those recently
studied by Majda and co-workers for the atmosphere (Majda et al., 2003)
may well provide a powerful means for developing parameterizations. These
methods use stochastic models constrained by the important energetics of
the system to arrive at workable coarse-grid algorithms. They draw upon
the energetics derived from the LES studies and observations to characterize
the fine scale variability.

Sensitivity Studies

Sensitivity testing using the adjoint methodology (Marotzke et al., 1999;
Galanti et al., 2002; Galanti and Tziperman, 2003) can be undertaken to
systematically study the sensitivity of the equatorial Pacific to unknown or
uncertain parameters in mixing parameterizations. More specifically, the
sensitivity of the elements that are critical to a correct ENSO simulation,
such as the absolute SST over the cold tongue, the strength of the SST
gradients in the eastern Pacific, and surface heat fluxes will be examined.
In each case, the adjoint method provides the sensitivity of these quantities
to unknown and uncertain parameters in the mixing parameterizations used
in the model. Examples of such parameters in the KPP mixing scheme are
critical Richardson number, background diffusivity, and mixing length. As a
result, a quantitative evaluation of what are the critical mixing parameters
for a successful simulation can be obtained. In addition, the adjoint can
be used to find the sensitivity to these parameters per each geographical
location.

Assessment of Model Improvements

Improving global coupled climate models is the key aim of PUMP. Thus a
final objective of PUMP will be to include new ocean mixing parameteri-
zations developed during earlier stages of the project into coupled GCMs
and examine their impact on coupled climate behavior both for long-term
simulations and for seasonal predictions.

The following metrics should be used in assessing performance:

1. Systematic biases in ocean-only simulations. These studies will focus
on larger scale and far-field aspects of the improvements accomplished
by the new parameterization. The parameterization will also have to
be tested to see if it should be applied to regions outside of the cold
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tongue. Investigation of not only the SST, but also the structure of
the currents and whether the thermocline is adequately represented.

2. Biases in coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs.

3. Error growth in coupled seasonal prediction models.

3.3 Relation with other programs

(a) TAO array

The existence of the TAO array and the availability of its long time
series along 140◦W is the bedrock foundation for the PUMP experi-
ment. Although the costs and implementation of PUMP (section 3.4)
are estimated here independently from TAO, scientifically the projects
are closely tied together. The TAO lines east and west of 140◦W pro-
vide essential context for PUMP, while the enhanced instrumentation
for PUMP is a useful testbed for future TAO enhancements. The in-
formation on scales of variability to be developed by PUMP will help
to shape the future TAO.

(b) The “Equatorial Box” project

The “Equatorial Box” project is a proposal to NASA to use satellite
and in situ data to test and improve models of four key carbon cy-
cle components in the equatorial cold tongue. The PIs (from NASA,
NOAA, DOE, and universities) propose to augment the near-surface
instrumentation on the TAO mooring lines at 125◦W and 140◦W, defin-
ing a box between those longitudes and 8◦S to 8◦N. Shallow point cur-
rent meters are to be placed on each TAO mooring on the two lines
at 10 and 20 m depth for estimation of advective terms in the car-
bon budget. During TAO service cruises, underway sampling from
the ships’ water intakes, and water sampling on routine CTD profiles,
will provide in situ carbon measurements. Additional measurements
will be done by pCO2 samplers on TAO moorings in a parallel NOAA
program.

The Equatorial Box project is proposed for the 2005–06 period. If
it is funded, these observations will be an excellent lead-in for PUMP,
and will provide useful background. Since some of these observations
are the same as those we propose, collaboration would be fruitful.

(c) MOTIV (Multiple Observations of Tropical Instability Vortices)

MOTIV is a proposal to NSF and the French space agency CNES to
study the physical and biogeochemical conditions of a patch of wa-
ter circulating within a tropical instability wave vortex near 140◦W.
Observations will be made during a one-time process study using ship-
board instrumentation: ADCPs, mixed layer and subsurface drifting
buoys, profiling floats, and a towed SeaSoar platform. The aim is to
determine the sources of enhanced productivity in the presence of the
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TIW vortex. It will address the proposition that eddies influence pro-
duction through upwelling processes, iron limitation, and eddy pump-
ing.

MOTIV is proposed for 2006. If it is funded, these observations will
be complementary to PUMP by providing substantial detail about the
evolution of a TIW vortex in the PUMP region.

(d) EPIC (Eastern Pacific Investigation of Climate Studies)

EPIC was a 5-year experiment designed to improve understanding of
the stratus deck/cold tongue/ITCZ complex in the southerly wind
regime near the pan-American landmass. EPIC fieldwork began in
late 1999 and involved a 2-month process study EPIC2001, embedded
within longer term (3–4 year) enhanced monitoring along the eastern-
most 95◦W TAO line and at 20◦S, 85◦W where an IMET buoy was
moored. The EPIC2001 process study focused upon the oceanic and
atmospheric boundary layer structures within the ITCZ near 10◦N,
95◦W; the cross-equatorial southerly wind inflow along 95◦W; and
stratocumulus measurements off the coast of Chile near 20◦S, 85◦W.
While dynamics leading to equatorial cold tongue variability was not a
research target, EPIC has led to improved understanding of the air-sea
interaction associated with the cold tongue’s SST front. It is likely that
there will be important synergies between EPIC and PUMP modeling
studies.

(e) The Climate Process Team on Eddy MIxed-Layer IntEractions (CPT-
EMILIE)

CPT-EMILIE is one of two new teams established under U.S. CLIVAR
with the goal of linking process-oriented research and coupled climate
model development. It is funded jointly by NSF and NOAA/OGP.
The goal of CPT-EMILIE is to develop parameterizations of the effect
of transient eddy motions in the surface layer ocean for IPCC-class
climate models. While CPT-EMILIE is focused on mid-latitude eddies,
some of the submesoscale processes it is studying are also active in
the equatorial region, and results from EMILIE will be relevant to
the parameterizations PUMP is trying to develop. For example, one
goal of EMILIE is to extend Gent-McWilliams-style parameterizations
from the interior (for which they were originally developed) to the
surface layer where similar slumping mechanisms are known to occur.
A fruitful collaboration between PUMP and EMILIE would eventually
extend such parameterizations to the equator through a combination
of new observations and theory.
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3.4 Budget and timeline

The purpose of this strawman budget is not to specify precisely what obser-
vational techniques are to be used in the PUMP experiment, nor to limit the
possibilities. The purpose of listing this instrumentation is to show that the
goals of PUMP can be accomplished with existing and field-proven methods,
and within a defined budget.

There is also a clear need for new and creative ways to obtain observations
of both mixing and upwelling, and to observe other quantities that bear
on the objectives of the project. Developments to achieve these should be
encouraged. One such targeted observation is long time series of mixing.
Another is Lagrangian sampling that would broaden the capabilities beyond
the 140◦W line targeted here. Others may be equally as important and have
escaped the imagination of the authors of this report. Budget placeholders
for creative new ways to observe the fields are included in our estimates.

Budget for the 17-mooring, 2-year array shown in Fig. 12:
Each mooring is a tandem pair:

a) Surface buoy with met package, fluxes, T(z) to 500 m, u(5,15,25 m), S(1,5,10,25 m)
b) Subsurface upward-looking ADCP buoy

Material costs for the 2-yr array (Including shipping, spares, annual rotation) $5.3 m
Personnel costs (PI, operations, lab and seagoing technicians, calibrations)

(Work ramps up over a total of 4 years) $2.8 m
Total cost for 2-yr moored array . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.1 m

(Subsequent years are relatively inexpensive: Total cost for a 3-yr array = $9.2 m)
Shiptime required: 40–50 days/year on a Global Class vessel.

Budget for the two intensive observing periods shown in Fig. 13:
5 yr budget estimates for two IOPS plus analysis

Mixing (2 ships, 2 cruises) $3.4 m
Seasoar (cruise with technical support from NSF facilities) $0.7 m
Gliders (18 gliders) $1.0 m
Moored mixing (40 sensors) $1.0 m
Placeholder for new techniques to be proposed $2.0 m

Total cost for two mixing IOPs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$8.1 m
Shiptime required: 3 Global Class vessels operating simultaneously for two 30-day periods

Budget for historical data analysis: (mostly postdocs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.5 m

Budget for the modeling effort described in section 3.2.4:
Survey of existing simulations, development of metrics,

budget calculations from present technology (Yr 1, 3–4 groups) $0.3 m
High-resolution sensitivity studies, OSSEs (Yr 1–2, 2 groups) $0.4 m
LES and DNS simulations (Yr 3–5,2 groups) $0.5 m
Parameterization development, testing, validation (Yr 2–5, 3 groups) $0.9 m
Field-phase assistance (Yr 3–4, 1 group) $0.3 m
Adjoint and inverse modeling (Yr 4–5, 1 group) $0.3 m
Equipment, networking $0.3 m

Total cost of modeling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$3.0 m

Total budget for experiment as outlined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$19.7 m
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Figure 14: Timeline of PUMP showing the elements described in section 3.2.
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